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“The long-term sustainability and success of the evaluation policy may be linked to the ways in which
districts think and talk about teaching. According to many educators, the conversation should be
centered around instruction and professional growth, rather than scoring and ‘checking off a box.’
Districts communicate the primary purposes of TPEP, and this can influence whether or not educators
see the policy as a means to continuous improvement or as simply a requirement to be met. Districts
can also prioritize the creation of a trusting and collaborative culture that supports improvement
efforts and coherently integrates the evaluation system into the broader set of initiatives and activities
aimed at improving student and professional learning.”

- Ana Elfers and Margaret Plecki,Washington’s Teacher and Principal
Evaluation System: Examining the Impact of a Complex Policy (University of
Washington, Center for the Study of Teaching and Policy, July 2017)

INTRODUCTION
The Office of Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) manages the state’s Teacher and Principal
Evaluation Program (TPEP), working with its education partners and a statewide cadre of framework
and other training specialists to provide professional learning and other supports for the evaluation
system.

In the fall of 2016, in partnership with OSPI and leaders from some of Washington’s Educational
Service Districts (ESDs), the Center for Strengthening the Teaching Profession (CSTP) brought
together people from all parts of the system and all regions of the state to develop a toolkit of
practices and resources that could guide district and school work in supporting the evaluation
system. This body of knowledge becomes more robust and rich with each review. With that in mind,
the vision for this document is that it becomes refreshed periodically to include the insights and
resources of practitioners around the state and nation.

OVERVIEW
Purpose of this document: While statutes, rules, and collective bargaining agreements guide the
overall implementation of TPEP, the actual district and school practices taking place within these
guidelines determine the positive impact on individual and system growth. This document is
designed to capture key elements and indicators of robust evaluation systems in a format that allows
district, school, and classroom leaders to see their program strengths and develop possible next
steps.

What’s in the Toolkit? The Evaluation System Toolkit is organized into four Elements:
1. District Leadership
2. Professional Learning - Teachers
3. Professional Learning - Principals and Principal Supervisors
4. Foundational and Routine Procedures
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The section for each Element includes the following:
● A general description of the Element
● Key indicators of quality practice
● System status descriptors for each indicator, with the opportunity to gauge the current level

of practice
○ N - Not Yet: Indicator describes a new idea or information not yet acted upon
○ E - Emerging Practice: Indicator is in early stages of implementation
○ C - Consistent Practice: Indicator is a solid feature of the system
○ I - Innovative: Indicator receives continuous attention and regular improvement

● Ideas and examples from around the state
● Vignette(s) of problematic practices and discussion questions
● Resources

Who is the audience, and how might we use this? The Toolkit is designed to promote reflection,
assessment, and growth of the evaluation systems with district leaders, school leaders, and teacher
leaders. Best use will be made if users:

1. Collaborate: Both job-alike and heterogeneous teams will bring value to the exploration of
the Toolkit.

2. Explore the system Elements and self-assess: Indicators of quality practice for each Element
are further described in rubrics that allow users to self-assess the status of their own systems.

3. Discuss the vignettes: These stories of TPEP “misses” include discussion questions that
support analysis of what makes programs successful and how they might be improved.

4. Determine next steps: Use the reflective questions to set priorities for refining the systems
and processes, and to determine who will be responsible for implementing these.

Reflective Questions:
● As you consider your district’s/school’s areas of strength in this element, what are some ways

you are or could be using these strengths to leverage growth beyond the evaluation system?
● Looking at the indicators in which your district’s/school’s practice is “Emerging”, which might

have the greatest impact were you to focus time and energy on strengthening them?
○ What specific actions might be important in making that happen?
○ Who would be responsible for leading the work?
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EVALUATION SYSTEM ELEMENT 1: DISTRICT LEADERSHIP

District vision and leadership are critical for organizational success. District leaders, including the
school board, superintendent, and other key managers from across the departments of the central
office need to develop and articulate a vision and set of practices that sends a clear message that the
district system values and supports a learning-centered philosophy and structure. Regular data
analysis should be used to determine impact of the evaluation system and to determine areas for
growth. A mutually accountable feedback system needs to be established among stakeholders.

KEY INDICATORS OF QUALITY PRACTICE:
● The district leadership sponsors and supports evaluation work.
● The organization is committed to educator growth and has moved beyond ritual compliance.
● The district conducts a regular review of the teacher and principal evaluation results.
● District administration and associations have a strong partnership.
● District and school leaders use student and educator data to guide district and school

professional learning and support for teachers and principals.

Self-Assessment: N= Not Yet E= Emerging C=Consistent I= Innovative

Key Indicators Descriptors of quality performance System Status

District leadership
sponsors and supports
evaluation work.

The district’s strategic goals, improvement plans
and budget reflect a priority for teacher and
administrator growth through a rigorous
evaluation system implemented with integrity.

A district-level leader is identified to facilitate
and lead the district’s teacher and principal
evaluation work.

District leadership ensures that evaluators of
principals and teachers receive required and on-
going training as described in Elements 2 and 3.

District leaders have a thorough understanding
of the instructional framework adopted by the
district.

District leaders have a thorough understanding
of the leadership framework adopted by the
district.

N E C I

N E C I

N E C I

N E C I

N E C I
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District leaders continually build evaluators’
capacity to have learning-focused conversations
and crucial conversations. N E C I

Organization is
committed to educator
growth and has moved
beyond ritual compliance.

The district's vision for teacher and principal
growth is well articulated and is accompanied by
policies that support educators to implement
that vision.

The district communicates its expectation that
all individuals within the community—students,
teachers, and leaders at all levels—are
constantly learning and growing over time.

N E C I

N E C I

The district conducts a
regular review of the
teacher and principal
evaluation results.

The district actively seeks and responds to
feedback from all stakeholder groups about the
evaluation system.

District leadership annually reviews summative
teacher and principal evaluations for equity
(including racial equity), quality, and calibration
purposes.

District leadership leads and engages in regular
and ongoing professional development and
calibration on the instructional and leadership
frameworks across the district, guided by data
from the previous year.

N E C I

N E C I

N E C I

District administration
and associations have a
strong partnership.

District administrators and association leaders
meet on a regular basis.

District administration and association leaders
actively seek and respond to feedback.

N E C I

N E C I

District and school leaders
use student and educator
data to guide district and
school professional
learning and support for
teachers and principals

District leaders expect principals to use educator
and student performance data to design
professional development that meets the
teachers’ needs.

District ensures principals and teachers have
access to actionable data and opportunities to
plan and use data.

N E C I

N E C I
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District ensures resources, structures and
systems are available to teachers and principals
to meet in collaborative teams about student
growth.

N E C I

Ideas and examples from around the state (and nation):
● The Superintendent designates a particular day of the week for administrators to specifically

target classroom visits, and lets parents know that school leaders will not be available
because they will be observing in classrooms on that day.

● The Superintendent is present in buildings and visits classrooms with the principals.
● Prior to the start of the school year, district leaders hold a meeting during which school

leaders analyze their criterion-level evaluation data and reflections, looking for areas of
strength and challenge. District and school leaders then use this information to develop
budgets and plan professional learning for their staff.

● District leaders meet monthly with principal and association representatives to discuss
emerging issues with an eye toward preventing problems down the road.

● District leaders ensure that principals are provided equitable opportunities for growth.
● On a regular basis, the district-level principal meetings begin with a rater agreement activity.

Principals view a ten-minute classroom videotape and discuss in small groups where teaching
practice in the video falls on their instructional framework rubric. Groups compare their
conclusions and determine areas for deeper study at a future meeting.

● District curriculum, pacing guides and professional development all align and correlate with
proficient practices described in the instructional framework.

● Evaluators schedule regular “out in classrooms” appointments on the calendar and protect
the time.

● Other ideas…
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Vignette:
Principals in Peachtree District are regularly scheduled by Central Office for district-level meetings
that are consumed by operational and routine conversations unrelated to increasing teacher
expertise. Therefore, principals are not finding time to access learning and conversations to support
increasing teacher expertise in their schools. Principals feel this time detracts from time they could
be using for classroom visits and conversations with teachers.
Discussion Questions:

1. What advice might you give to Central Office leaders in Peachtree to meet principal needs for
learning and collaboration while also meeting district leader needs to communicate key
procedures, etc?

2. What are some ways district leaders ensure principals devote significant time to educator
growth and development?

3. Thinking of your own district, what are some practices at the school and district level that
demonstrate your commitment to educator growth?

4. What is your process for reviewing your evaluation system and making appropriate changes?
How are the associations included in this?

5. What are some ways the superintendent and other district leaders sponsor evaluation work
based on a philosophy of growth? How do they model this philosophy?

Resources
Some of the following resources talk about the conditions at the district level that must be present
for school principals to be more effective. Even though they don’t speak directly to teacher
evaluation, they do give district leaders a general direction of how to best support principals in high
performing schools - of which teacher evaluation is an integral component.

● Great Principals at Scale: Creating District Conditions That Enable All Principals to Be
Effective

○ Short Link: http://bit.ly/2MdORZ2

● The District Leadership Challenge: Empowering Principals to Improve Teaching and
Learning
○ Short Link: http://bit.ly/2K80YWW 

● What Do Effective District Leaders Do? Strategies for Evaluating District Leadership
○ Short Link: http://bit.ly/2MMUkH7 


